L.I.P.S.A- DEFENSIVE PISTOL Match
Welcome to L.I.P.S.A’s DEFENSIVE PISTOL match. If you’ve ever shot IDPA at Freeport before, you’ll feel
right at home here. We’re also trying out the BUG division. Rules and restrictions are below. Also below
are the divisions and some of the rules we’ll be following.
CDP (Custom Defense Pistol) - Any .45 caliber semi-automatic handgun. To start, gun is loaded with 8
rounds in the mag and 1 in the chamber (Optional). All other mags loaded to 8 unless otherwise
specified in course description.
SSP (Standard Service Pistol) – Similar to USPSA’s production division. Any 9mm or larger handgun. To
start, gun is loaded with 10 rounds in the mag and 1 in the chamber (Optional). All other mags are
loaded to 10 unless otherwise specified in course description.
ESP (Enhanced Service Pistol) – Any 9mm or larger handgun with slight modifications. Included are mag
wells and magazines with extended base pads. To start, gun is loaded with 10 rounds in magazine and 1
in the chamber (Optional). All other mags are loaded to 10 unless otherwise specified in course
description.
SSR (Standard Service Revolver) – Any 6 shot revolver, .38 caliber or larger that uses speedloaders.
ESR (Enhanced Service Revolver) – Any 6 shot revolver, .38 caliber or larger that uses moon clips.
CCP (Concealed Carry Pistol)- Any 9mm or larger handgun with slight modifications. Included are mag
wells and magazines with extended base pads. A maximum barrel length is 4 inches. To start, gun is
loaded with 8 rounds in magazine and 1 in the chamber (Optional). All other mags are loaded to 8
rounds unless otherwise specified in course description.
BUG (Back Up Gun)- Any automatic, .380 or larger with a 3 ½ in barrel or less. Or any 6 shot revolver
with a 2 ½ in barrel or less. Auto’s are loaded with 6 rounds in the magazine and 1 in the chamber
(Optional). Revolvers are loaded to 6 rounds.
•
•
•

•
•

Holsters- Any strong side belt holster. No speed rigs. No drop holsters. No inside the pants
holsters. No shoulder rigs.
Concealment- All shooting must be done while wearing a cover garment. Vest, shirt or jacket.
Tactical order- Targets must be engaged in Tactical order. If shooting from side of cover, you
engage the outside target first and work your way in. (Slicing the pie). If targets are right in
front of shooting position or through a port, you engage closest target first. That target poses
the greatest threat.
Reloading- All reloads must be done from behind cover. No re-loading in the open or on the
move.
Magazines/ Cylinders- All magazines and cylinders should be shot dry before reloading. If you
want to reload and your magazine or cylinder is partially full, then you must retain the
magazine or bullets on person either in mag pouches or pocket.

DEFENSIVE PISTOL
LIPSA

STAGE NAME:

Short Cut

RULES: LIPSA Defensive Pistol

Course Designer: Michael Linsalata, Nick Bonis

SCENARIO: You’re out for a late night stroll when it starts to rain. Up ahead is an alley that’ll get you home
a little faster. But as luck would have it, there are 3 men there brandishing knives and demanding your wallet.
You’re not worried though. Your buddy Gaston Glock is riding at your side. You see a couple of more goons
coming with knives. Don’t they know you never bring a knife to a gun fight? Show ‘em what you’re made of.
POSITION: Standing in Box A, hands relaxed at sides. Gun is loaded and holstered.
PROCEDURE: At signal, engage Goons 1-3 from Box A.
Advance to P2 and take out Goons 4-6 in Tactical Order.
Go over to P3 and put down Goons 7-9 in Tactical Order.
(From Box A, you can go to either P2 or P3 first.
Shooters choice).

SCORING:
SCORED HITS:
TARGETS:
PENALTIES:
SIGNAL:

Vickers, 18 Rounds
Best 2 per target
9 IDPA Targets
Standard
Start is standard beep; Stop
Last Round fired
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DEFENSIVE PISTOL
LIPSA

STAGE NAME:

Match Practice

RULES: LIPSA Defensive Pistol

Course Designer: Michael Linsalata

SCENARIO: You are sitting at a table in your house. You just finished cleaning your gun and loading your
mags for the big match this weekend. This is the time that a group of intruders decide to break in your house
and do harm to you and your family. Sometimes The Gods are smiling down on you. Load Up! Take them
down. It’ll be good practice for the big match.
POSITION: Sitting at table with hands on knees. Unloaded gun and all mags on table.
PROCEDURE: At signal, pick up and load gun with mag
from table. Then engage PP1-6 from behind table.
Advance to P1 and engage T1-T3 in Tactical Order. Step
over to P2 and engage T4-T6 in Tactical order. (You can go
to P2 first, then P1. Shooters choice).
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SCORING:
SCORED HITS:
TARGETS:
PENALTIES:
SIGNAL:
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Vickers, 18 Rounds
Best 2 per target
6 IDPA Targets, 6 Steel
Standard
Start is standard beep; Stop
Last Round fired
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DEFENSIVE PISTOL
LIPSA

STAGE NAME:

SAVE THE CHILDREN!!

RULES: LIPSA Defensive Pistol

Course Designer: Michael Linsalata

SCENARIO: You’re spending the day in the park, enjoying the beautiful weather. The kids are playing. The
pretty moms are chatting. The next thing you know, a group of Human Traffickers are on the rampage looking
for kids. Everyone is running away, but you. Go save those children!!!
POSITION: Standing in Box A, hands relaxed at sides. Gun is loaded and holstered.
PROCEDURE: At signal, engage T1 STRONG HAND
ONLY. While moving to P2, push 1st child to the ground.
From P2, engage T2-T4. While on the move to P3, engage
T5 and T6. Then push 2nd child to ground before getting to
P3. From P3, engage T7-T9. (All targets must be
engaged in Tactical order).
T7
T8

SCORING:
SCORED HITS:
TARGETS:
PENALTIES:
SIGNAL:

Vickers, 18 Rounds
Best 2 per target
9 D.P. Targets
Standard
Start is standard beep; Stop
Last Round fired
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DEFENSIVE PISTOL
LIPSA

STAGE NAME:

Caught With Your Pants Down

RULES: LIPSA Defensive Pistol

Course Designer: Kevin O’Brien

SCENARIO: You’re sitting in your outhouse doing your business when you hear a ruckus in the woods
nearby. You quickly pull up your draws and grab your gun beside you. You proceed outside into the wilderness
where you find a legendary man eating old Grizzly fast approaching. Save yourself and future others. Subdue
this giant before he does you. Keep shooting this beast until he goes down. If he doesn’t, put 2 in his head!!
POSITION: Sitting in chair holding toilet paper in strong hand. Loaded gun on table.
PROCEDURE: At signal, put toilet paper down and pick
up loaded gun. Open door and advance to P1 where you
engage T1-T3 in number order. Advance to P2 and engage
T4-T6 in number order. Advance to P3 and engage T7 and
T8.
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SCORING:
SCORED HITS:
TARGETS:
PENALTIES:
SIGNAL:

Vickers, 16 Rounds
Best 2 per target
8 IDPA Targets
Standard
Start is standard beep; Stop
Last Round fired
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DEFENSIVE PISTOL
LIPSA

STAGE NAME:

Neutralizer

RULES: LIPSA Defensive Pistol

Course Designer: Michael Linsalata

SCENARIO: Standard Exercise

POSITION: Standing in Box A, hands relaxed at sides. Gun is loaded with 6 rounds only and holstered. All
other mags loaded to 6 Rounds also.
PROCEDURE: At signal, engage T1-T3 with 2 rounds
each. Perform a mandatory reload from slide lock and
engage T4-T6 with 2 rounds each. Perform a second
mandatory reload from slide lock and engage T1-T6 with 1
round each to the head.

SCORING:
SCORED HITS:
TARGETS:
PENALTIES:
SIGNAL:

T1

Vickers, 18 Rounds
Best 3 per target
6 IDPA Targets
Standard
Start is standard beep; Stop
Last Round fired
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DEFENSIVE PISTOL
LIPSA

STAGE NAME:

Carjacked

RULES: LIPSA Defensive Pistol

Course Designer: Michael Linsalata

SCENARIO: You just bought a box of primers from Cabela’s, when you see a gaggle of punks that are intent
on stealing your wife’s minivan. You try to talk them out of it, but they aren’t listening. They have three
problems. One, you’re carrying a gun. Two, you’re a damn good shooter! And three, your wife will kill you if
you lose that car. Save the car. But more importantly, save the primers!!!!
POSITION: Standing in front of opening to Minivan, holding box of primers in both hands. Gun is loaded
and holstered.
PROCEDURE: At signal, place box of primers in
minivan, then engage T1 and T2 through door. Engage T3T5 around front of minivan in Tactical Order. Engage T6T9 around back of car in Tactical Order. (You can go to
back first and then front. Shooters choice).
T7

Vickers, 18 Rounds
Best 2 per target
9 IDPA Targets
Standard
Start is standard beep; Stop
Last Round fired
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SCORED HITS:
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PENALTIES:
SIGNAL:
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